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Notice of Non-Discrimination
The Oxford School District does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
sex, age or disability in the provision of educational programs and services or employment
opportunities and benefits. The following individual has been designated to handle inquiries and
complaints regarding the non-discrimination policies of the school district:
Douglas Cromwell, Chief Operations Officer
Oxford School District
1637 Highway 30 East
Oxford, MS 38655
Telephone: (662) 234-3541
Email: dfcromwell@oxfordsd.org

Title Ⅸ
The Oxford School District does not discriminate on the basis of sex in its employment practices,
educational programs, or activities, which it operates. Any parent, employee, or student who has
knowledge of such discrimination or who has experienced or is experiencing sexual harassment or
discrimination should contact:
Chris Cutcliffe, Title Ⅸ Coordinator
Oxford School District
1637 Highway 30 East
Oxford, MS 38655
Telephone: (662) 234-3541
Email: cecutcliffe@oxfordsd.org

Section 504
The Oxford School District does not discriminate on the basis of a disability in its employment
practices, educational programs, or activities, which it operates. Any parent, employee, or student
who has knowledge of such discrimination or who has experienced or is experiencing discrimination
on the basis of a disability in his/her role should contact:
LaTonya Robinson, Section 504 Coordinator
Oxford School District
1637 Highway 30 East
Oxford, MS 38655
Telephone: (662) 234-3541
Email: lrrobinson@oxfordsd.org
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OXFORD HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRATION OVERVIEW
Students should make course selections after discussing appropriate courses with their parents,
counselors, and teachers. One of the most important responsibilities a student has is choosing the
appropriate courses. Students and their parents need to consider course prerequisites, their personal
strengths and weaknesses, test scores, study habits, career goals, the amount of time required for PreAP and Advanced Placement courses, and the amount of time required for extracurricular activities
when selecting their courses. Oxford High School plans to offer the courses listed in this handbook;
however, the Mississippi State Board of Education may add or delete courses after this course
guidebook has been compiled. In addition to the required courses, students must choose from a
variety of elective courses to complete their education. It is recommended that students select
elective courses that are related to their areas of career interest, and for college preparation students
should take additional academic electives in mathematics, science, social studies, or foreign
languages.
Faculty teaching assignments are determined by the course selections. Course selection is not a trialand-error decision. Some courses may not be offered if enrollment is too low.
TESTING REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Students must pass the Subject Area Tests in U. S. History from 1877, English II Multiple Choice,
Biology I, and Algebra I in order to become eligible for graduation.
STUDENT CLASSIFICATION
Classification

Carnegie Credits

Other Requirements

Sophomore

6

must pass English I

Junior

12

must pass English II

Senior

17

Mississippi Graduation Requirements
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Oxford High School students now have the opportunity to make their high school diploma
more valuable. Each diploma option will prepare students to be successful after graduation,
whether that be in the workforce, a career and technical training program or college. Students
who earn an academic or distinguished academic diploma endorsement will be accepted into
any of the state’s public universities.
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MISSISSIPPI PUBLIC UNIVERSITY STANDARDS
To enter a Mississippi public university, students must meet the admissions standards and complete
the IHL College Prep Curriculum. This section will provide information associated with the
admission standards, the College Prep Curriculum, and the Summer Developmental Program.
ADMISSIONS STANDARDS:

How am I admitted to a Mississippi university?
1. Complete the College Prep Curriculum (CPC) with a minimum 3.2 high school grade
point average (GPA) on the CPC; or
2. Complete the College Prep Curriculum (CPC) with:
a. a minimum 2.5 high school GPA on the CPC or a class rank in the top 50%, and
b. a score of 16 or higher on the ACT (Composite): or
3. Complete the College Prep Curriculum (CPC) with:
a. minimum 2.0 high school GPA on the CPC, and
b. a score of 18 or higher on the ACT (Composite); or
4. Satisfy the NCAA standards for student athletes who are “full qualifiers”
under Division I guidelines.
OR
Students who do not meet the above criteria are nonetheless eligible for admission. Such
students must participate, however, in an on-campus placement process at the university of their
choice. The process will determine whether the students may be enrolled in regular freshman-level
courses or be required to enroll in the summer semester with mandatory participation in the Summer
Developmental Program. Successful completion of the summer semester entitles the student to
continued enrollment in the fall semester at the university of his or her choice. For more information
on academic programs, admissions standards, and financial aid, please refer to IHL’s web page at
http://www.ihl.state.ms.us/admissions/ or call 1-601-432-6458 for academic programs and
admission standards information or 1-800-327-2980 or 1-601-432-6663 for financial aid
information.
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RECOMMENDED COLLEGE PREP CURRICULUM FOR MISSISSIPPI INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING
http://www.ihl.state.ms.us/admissions/
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**** Course offerings listed in this guide represent potential offerings. Some courses listed may not
be offered in a given year. Please always consult the current course selection sheet and discuss
course options with any OHS counselor.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS CLASSES
English I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

9

Students in English I will develop and apply expansive knowledge of words and word meanings to
communicate; comprehend, respond to, interpret, and evaluate a variety of texts of increasing length,
difficulty, and complexity; produce, analyze, and evaluate effective communication; and use
Standard English grammar, mechanics, and sentence structure to communicate. Throughout the
entire year, students will develop an appreciation for a variety of different literary texts, such as short
stories, novels, biographies, autobiographies, narrative essays, informational texts, poetry, and
drama.

Pre-AP English I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

9

Weight

Pre-AP scale

Students in Pre-AP English I will work toward mastery of skills in language conventions (grammar),
writing, reading comprehension, literary appreciation, and analysis. An emphasis will be placed on
building functional grammatical skills, and students will work toward mastery of effective essay
writing. Students will also build skill and knowledge in reading comprehension, analysis, and
appreciation of selected short stories, poetry, and novels. Pre AP students will be expected to both
demonstrate and build upon their higher order thinking abilities and critical reasoning skills.
Prerequisite reading assignments for this course will be posted on the Oxford High School webpage
prior to the start of the summer break each year.

English II
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Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

10

Pre-requisite

English I credit

English II is designed to infuse the study of mechanics and grammar into a comprehensive study of
language and literature. Students who take this course should be able to communicate effectively, to
think creatively, and to solve problems. To ensure achievement of this goal, written and oral
communication skills, listening skills, critical thinking skills, individual and cooperative learning
strategies, research skills, reading skills, and their application through hands-on activities are
emphasized throughout the teaching process. Student responses should show progression from
concrete to abstract thinking. This curriculum is designed to promote an appreciation of language
and literature.
Pre-AP English II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

10

Weight

Pre-AP scale

This course is designed around the state-mandated curriculum frameworks which unite the study of
language and literature. Students in Pre-AP English II will read widely and enhance their abilities to
communicate effectively both in speaking and in writing. Pre-AP English II emphasizes an analytic
approach to the study of literature. Students in this course will be expected to read and comprehend
literature in greater depth and with more mature abstract reasoning skills than typical English II
students. They will also be expected to write analytically about what they read. Since students in
both English II courses are tested as part of the state subject-area testing program, specific writing,
language usage, and reading comprehension skills are reviewed. Prerequisite reading assignments
for this course will be posted on the Oxford High School webpage prior to the start of the summer
break each year.
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English III
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

11

Pre-requisites

English I & II credits

English III is designed around a study of American Literature from its beginnings through the 20th
century. In the course of this study, students will also receive instruction in grammar, composition,
and critical thinking.
English IV
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

12

Pre-requisites

English I, II, and III credits

English IV is a course designed to be a culmination of a student’s language and literature experience
in high school. Focusing on the ten state competencies in English/Language Arts, English IV has a
significant writing component, including literary criticism and a formal research paper. Literature
study focuses on a general survey of English literature. The course attempts to prepare students both
for college and for work.

Dual Enrollment English Composition I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-Requisites:

ACT English sub-score of at least 17.

A general introduction to the principles of writing with emphasis on writing process, thesis, context,
purpose, and audience. This course will provide college-level instruction and practice in the
characteristics of effective writing, rhetorical knowledge, analysis of texts, writing conventions,
flexible writing processes, critical thinking skills, and writing in multiple genres
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Dual Enrollment English Composition II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-Requisites:

English sub-score of at least 17.

This course will build upon ENG Composition I, but will foster student development of an effective
research process that includes utilizing available electronic, digital, and print technologies to locate
sources, evaluating sources for credibility and usefulness, effectively integrating a range of sources
to appropriately support an academic argument, and adhering to documentation and citation
conventions (with emphasis on MLA and/or APA style).

Advanced Placement English III (Language and Composition)- Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 year/1 credit

Grade Level

11

Weight

AP scale

This course is designed to help high school students become skilled readers of prose written in a
variety of periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts and to become skilled writers who can
compose for a variety of purposes. Through their writing and reading in this course, students should
become aware of the interactions among a writer's purpose, audience expectations, and subjects, as
well as the way writing conventions and the resources of language contribute to effective writing.
Prerequisite reading assignments for this course will be posted on the Oxford High School webpage
prior to the start of the summer break each year.
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Advanced Placement English IV (Literature and Composition)- Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

12

Recommendation

Final grade of “A” in English III or “C” or higher in
AP English III

Weight

AP scale

This Advanced Placement Literature and Composition course is designed to teach college-level
literary analysis with an emphasis on writing about literature. Students will accomplish this through
closely reading a variety of genres of varying lengths and from various time periods. Reading,
writing, thinking, and responding are all recursive and reciprocal. Because this is a composition
course, students write extensively as they analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of advanced
literature and explain their interpretations of it. To help students make these analytical shifts, classes
will hold literature discussions and revision workshops designed to help students craft effective
essays and responses. The goal is to help students make the shift from comprehending surface
meaning toward a deeper understanding of a text's complexities. Prerequisite reading assignments
for this course will be posted on the Oxford High School webpage prior to the start of the summer
break each year.
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MATHEMATICS
Foundations of Algebra
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9

Pre-requisites

Math 8

Foundations of Algebra is a one credit math course offered only to 9th grade students in need of
support prior to taking Algebra 1. Students are expected to master 16 priority standards that will
prepare them for Algebra 1.

Algebra I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-11

Algebra I is a one credit math course that formalizes and extends the math learned in middle school.
Algebra I is the basis for all other high school math courses so it is important students build a solid
mathematical foundation. Students are expected to master 20 priority standards.

Geometry
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9 - 12

Pre-requisite

Algebra I

Geometry is a one credit math course that extends students’ geometric experiences from middle
school. Students explore more complex geometric situations and learn to give formal mathematical
arguments. This course also provides students with skills that target the math portion of the ACT.
Students are expected to master 20 priority standards.
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Algebra II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisites

Geometry

Algebra II is a one credit math course that extends the algebra skills learned in Algebra 1 while also
preparing students for more advanced math courses. This course also provides students with skills
that target the math portion of the ACT. Students are expected to master 18 priority standards.

Advanced Math Plus
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisites

Algebra II

Weight Scale

Pre-AP

Advanced Math Plus is a one credit math course designed to bridge the standards from Algebra 2 to
AP Calculus. This course includes rigorous standards that will prepare students for collegiate courses
dealing with higher-level trigonometric, algebraic, and calculus concepts. This course is formerly
known as Algebra 3 and is recommended for students interested in taking AP Calculus.

Essentials for College Math
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

12

Pre-requisites

Algebra 2

College Essentials Math is a one credit course designed to assist students who are in need of a
fourth year math preparatory course prior to entering college. This course is best suited for students
who have not mastered skills needed for Advanced Placement (AP) courses. This course targets
students with weaknesses and college-ready skill gaps and re-educates them in ways to ensure they
are prepared for post-secondary mathematics.
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Dual Enrollment College Algebra
Course Length/Credit

1 quarter (9 weeks)/ 1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-requisites

Algebra I & II, ACT math sub score ≥ 19

College Algebra is a one high school credit (3 college credit hours) nine weeks course that includes
inequalities; functions; linear and quadratic equations, circles, and their graphs; rational, radical, and
higher-order equations; applications; polynomial and rational functions; logarithmic and exponential
functions; systems of equations.

Dual Enrollment Trigonometry
Course Length/Credit

1 quarter (9 weeks)/ 1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-requisites

College Algebra, ACT math sub score ≥ 20

Trigonometry is a one high school credit (3 college credit hours) nine weeks course that includes
trigonometric functions and their graphs; trigonometric identities; trigonometric equations; radian
measurement; solutions of right and oblique triangles; inverse trigonometric functions; applications.

AP Statistics - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Pre-requisite: Algebra II

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Weight Scale: AP Scale

AP Statistics is a one credit introductory college-level statistics course that introduces students to the
concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. Students cultivate
their understanding of statistics using technology, investigations, problem solving, and writing as
they explore concepts like variation and distribution; patterns and uncertainty; and data-based
predictions, decisions, and conclusions.
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AP Calculus AB - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-requisite

Advanced Math Plus or Teacher Recommendation

Weight

AP Scale

AP Calculus AB is a one credit math course that focuses on students’ understanding of calculus
concepts and provides experience with methods and applications. The course requires students to use
definitions and theorems to build arguments and justify conclusions. AP Calculus AB is designed to
be the equivalent of a first semester college calculus course devoted to topics in differential and
integral calculus.

AP Calculus BC - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Teacher Approval

Weight

AP Scale

AP Calculus BC is a one credit math course designed to be the equivalent to both first and second
semester college calculus courses. AP Calculus BC applies the content and skills learned in AP
Calculus AB to parametrically defined curves, polar curves, and vector-valued functions; develops
additional integration techniques and applications; and introduces the topics of sequences and series.
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SCIENCES
Biology I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-10

Biology I is an introductory, laboratory-based science course designed to study living organisms and
their physical environment. Students will apply scientific methods of inquiry and research in
examination of the following topics: organization and chemical composition of life; role of DNA,
RNA, and protein in cellular structure and function; inheritance and the molecular basis of genetics;
natural selection and diversity; and ecology. The Mississippi Biology Framework is covered, and at
the course conclusion, students will complete the Biology I state test to fulfill their graduation
requirement.

Pre-AP Biology
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

9

Weight

Pre-AP scale

This course implements the College Board’s Pre-AP Biology curriculum, and is designed to develop
and strengthen skills in scientific reasoning, experimental design, data analysis, and writing that
students need to be successful in future AP courses. Students will engage in real-world problem
solving that sparks critical thinking about our living world. The Mississippi Biology Framework is
covered with more rigor and to greater depth of understanding. Required class assignments may
include: participation in the Oxford High School science fair, summer assignments and/or research,
and project proposals. At the conclusion of the course, students will complete the Biology I state test
to fulfill their graduation requirement.

Physical Science
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12
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Physical Science is a lab-based course that provides opportunities for students to develop and
communicate an understanding of physics and chemistry through lab-based activities, mathematical
expressions, and concept exploration. Concepts covered in this course include structure of matter,
chemical and physical properties and changes, kinematics, dynamics, energy, waves, electromagnetic
spectrum, electricity, and magnetism. Lab-based activities will allow students to observe and
analyze situations in physics and chemistry as they relate to physical laws and concepts. A student is
unable to take Physical Science AFTER taking Chemistry or Physics unless a grade of a C or lower
was made in that particular Chemistry or Physics class.

Marine and Aquatic Science I
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology I

Marine and Aquatic Science I is a laboratory-based course that investigate the biodiversity of
saltwater and freshwater organisms, including their interactions with the physical and chemical
environment. Science and engineering practices, cross-cutting concepts, nature of science, and
technology are incorporated into the standards. Special emphasis relating to human impacts and
career opportunities are integral components of this course.

Marine and Aquatic Science II
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology I, Aquatic and Marine Science I

Marine and Aquatic Science II is a laboratory-based course that investigates the biodiversity of
saltwater and freshwater organisms, including their interactions with the physical and chemical
environment. Science and engineering practices, cross-cutting concepts, nature of science, and
technology are incorporated into the standards.
Genetics
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Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology I

Genetics is a course that explores the principles of classical and molecular genetics including the
relationship between traits and patterns of inheritance within organisms. The course also focuses on
the structure and function relationship of DNA in relation to DNA inheritance, RNA and protein
production, and resulting phenotypes. Students will investigate population genetics, genetic
variations among individuals, and applications of modern advances in genetics. Laboratory
activities, research, the use of technology, and the effective communication of results through
various methods are integral components of this course.

Environmental Science
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology I

Environmental Science is a course that explores ways in which the environment shapes living
communities. Interactions of organisms with their environment will be emphasized along with the
impact of human activities on the physical and biological systems on the earth. Students will
research current events.
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Earth Science
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Earth Science is an introductory course designed to explore the Earth and Universe. Topics include
the composition of the Earth; weathering; plate tectonics; fossils; oceanography; atmospheric
phenomena; the water cycle; and planetary and star systems. Students will apply scientific concepts
in a laboratory setting to explore the impact of human activities on Earth’s natural resources.

Human Anatomy & Physiology
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology I

Human Anatomy and Physiology is a laboratory-based science that explores the structure and
function of the major body systems. This course is designed for students who desire to develop an
understanding of anatomical terminology and identification and have a strong interest in pursuing a
health related profession. Dissection of the fetal pig will be used along with other mammalian
structures to demonstrate how structure determines function.
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Chemistry
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite:

Algebra I

Chemistry provides opportunities for students to develop and communicate an understanding of
structure, physical and chemical properties, and chemical change. Concepts covered in this course
include properties of matter, measurement and use of the International System of Measurement
applied to mathematical operations, atomic theory, bonding, periodicity, chemical reactions,
stoichiometry, aqueous solutions, thermodynamics, and kinetics. Laboratory activities, research, the
use of technology, and the effective communication of results through various methods are integral
components of this course.

Pre-AP Chemistry
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Co-requisite:

Algebra I

Weight

Pre-AP Scale

Pre-AP Chemistry is designed for science students who plan to major in the science, mathematics,
medicine, and engineering in college. The core units of study are the structure and properties of
matter, chemical bonding and interactions, chemical quantities and transformations. Concepts and
principles are developed through laboratory exercises, class discussions, lectures, demonstrations
and science projects. Pre-AP Chemistry involves the application of mathematical concepts and
requires commitment to assignments and study.
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Physics
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-requisite(s)

Geometry

Weight

Pre-AP scale

Physics will provide opportunities for students to develop and communicate an understanding of
matter and energy through lab-based activities, mathematical problem solving, and concept
exploration. Concepts covered in this course include motion, forces, energy, momentum, waves,
electricity, and magnetism. Laboratory work will allow students to observe and analyze physical
situations as they relate to physical laws and concepts. The use of technology will be an integral part
of this course. In this course, students will develop their ability to organize and analyze data, draw
and defend conclusions, and relate mathematical representations to observed phenomena. Students
taking this class should be comfortable applying algebra to solve problems.

Dual Enrollment Principles of Biology I & Lab
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

This is a lecture course for non-science majors that provides an introduction to the basic principles of
modern biology and their relevance to modern life. An emphasis is placed on the nature and history
of scientific thought, basic biological chemistry, cell structure and processes, and genetics. The lab
contains experiments and exercises that reinforce the principles introduced in Principles of Biology.
Dual Enrollment Principles of Biology II & Lab
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

This is a lecture course for non-science majors that emphasizes the survey of the diversity of life,
ecology, evolution, and an overview of organ systems. Principles of Biology I is a prerequisite for
the course. The lab contains experiments and exercises that reinforce the principles introduced in
Principles of Biology II.
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AP Biology and Biology Lab - Course Overview
Lecture Course

1 credit (AP weight)

Lab Course

1 credit (Pre-AP weight)

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology & Chemistry

Advanced Placement Biology is a college level biology course designed for able high school
students. A college textbook is used so students should be reading above grade level and have above
average grades in biology and chemistry. At the end of the year, students will be encouraged to take
the AP exam which will determine their eligibility for advanced placement and/or credit in college
biology courses. The two main goals of AP biology are to help students develop a conceptual
framework for modern biology and to help students gain an appreciation of science as a process.
Students are encouraged to focus on understanding important relationships, processes, mechanisms,
and potential extensions and applications of concept.

AP Chemistry and Chemistry Lab- Course Overview
Lecture Course

1 credit (AP weight)

Lab Course

1 credit (Pre-AP weight)

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Chemistry & Algebra II

The AP Chemistry course is designed to be the equivalent of the general chemistry course usually
taken during the first college year. The AP Chemistry course focuses on a model of instruction which
promotes enduring, conceptual understandings and the content that supports them. "Big ideas" in the
AP Chemistry course include structure of matter, properties of matter, changes in matter,
thermodynamics, and equilibrium. Students who take AP Chemistry will also develop advanced
inquiry and reasoning skills, such as designing a plan for collecting data, analyzing data, applying
mathematical routines, and connecting concepts in and across domains. Successful completion of
high school chemistry is a prerequisite for this course.
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AP Physics C: Mechanics (Calculus Based) and Physics Lab - Course Overview
Lecture Course Length/Credit

1 year/1 credit (AP weighted)

Lab Course Length/Credit

1 year/1 credit (Pre-AP weight)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Co-requisite:

AP Calculus

AP Physics C: Mechanics is a calculus-based physics course that covers kinematics, dynamics,
energy, momentum, rotation, gravitation and oscillation. This course is the first of a two-course
sequence that is equivalent to the introductory physics sequence taken by science and engineering
students at most colleges and universities.

AP Environmental Science - Course Overview ( +LAB)
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (AP Weighted)

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Biology I

In this course, students will explore and investigate the interrelationships of the natural world,
identify and analyze environmental problems, both natural and human-made, evaluate the relative
risks associated with these problems, and examine alternative solutions for resolving and/or
preventing them. Skills students will develop include: explaining environmental concepts and
processes; applying quantitative methods in solving problems; analyzing a research study to identify
a hypothesis; analyzing data, visual representations, and writings; proposing a solution for an
environmental problem and supporting ideas with evidence. Students enrolling in APES should
demonstrate strong skills in reading and writing, and should have above average grades in Biology.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Mississippi Studies
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Mississippi Studies is a one semester course designed to foster appreciation for the state of
Mississippi and its culture. This course will trace Mississippi’s transition from an agricultural state
to an industrial state. In addition, the content will include the geographic, historic, economic,
political, and social events that have shaped the state to its present form.

World History
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

9th

World History is the study of the modern world from the 18th century to present day. The focus is on
the development of modern Russia, Japan, India, China, and the West with special emphasis on the
conflicts of the 20th century. The students will study not only the history but the geography, society,
government, religion, art, and culture of these regions.

Pre-AP World History
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

9th

Weight

Pre-AP scale

Pre-AP World History follows the same curriculum as World History. However, the Pre-AP course
places special emphasis on writing, research, analysis, and independent study. For example, students
will be immersed in case studies that examine significant modern developments, conflicts and the
investigation of major world leaders of the twentieth century. The required Summer Reading
Assignment for this course will be posted on the Oxford High School Webpage.
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U.S. History: 1877 to Present
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10th

United States History: 1877 to Present will be the final step in the study of United States history.
This course uses thematic units based on the interwoven social, political, economic, and geographic
changes in the United States from 1877 to present day. The course focuses on the role of the United
States as it made the transition from a young nation to a leading nation in the global arena. The
student will trace the history of the United States from Reconstruction’s end to the modern period.
Skill development will include the interpretation and application of maps, charts, graphs, political
cartoons, primary sources, and other social studies skills. Students are required to pass a subject
area test in U.S. History administered by the state as a requirement for graduation.

U.S. Government
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

9-12

Linked Course

Economics

This course will provide students with an understanding of Constitutional rights and responsibilities,
the political process, and an overview of civic duties. Students will demonstrate knowledge of the
three branches of government, their Constitutional functions, and their limitations through a system
of checks and balances. Through discussions of government, the electoral process, and current
events, students will understand how government affects their daily lives.
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Economics
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

9-12

This course will analyze and evaluate the American economic system and develop an awareness of
the relationships of world economic systems. Students will develop an understanding of
microeconomics and macroeconomics from individual finances to world economic organizations
with emphasis on market structures and the development of wealth. The course combines civics,
world history, geography, and economic concepts to develop student awareness of how economic
principles affect families, communities, cities, regions, nations, and self.
World Geography
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

World Geography is a course which teaches the physical geography of our planet as well as the
human geography of earth’s inhabitants. Students learn locations of nations, natural features, and
climates as well as the vast array of cultures, religions, and economics of our world.
Sociology
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

9-12

Sociology engages students in the study of people and how they behave in groups. The analysis of
the rules, organizations, and value systems that enable people to live together will also be areas of
emphasis.
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Psychology
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

9-12

Psychology focuses on the history of the subject, the use of technology in the field, and the internal
and external influences that affect human mental development. Students will learn the various
elements of human behavioral development that emphasize concepts such as self-esteem and selfresponsibility.
African American Studies
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

9-12

African American Studies introduces students to the exploration of the rich and diverse history and
culture of African Americans. By examining the history of people of African descent from the
colonial period through the present, students will broaden their knowledge and understanding of
history, citizenship, culture, economics, science, technology, geography, and the political realities of
African Americans. The historical content of this course has relevance to contemporary issues,
deepening critical thinking skills for students.

Dual Enrollment American History I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

This course is a survey of American history from pre-history through the Civil War era. Topics
include the migrations to the Americas, the colonial and revolutionary periods, the development of
the Republic, and the Civil War. Upon completion, students should be able to analyze significant
political, socioeconomic, and cultural developments in early American history.
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Dual Enrollment American History II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

A survey of the social, political, economic, cultural, and intellectual history of the United States from
the Civil War/Reconstruction era to the present. United States History II examines industrialization,
immigration, world wars, the Great Depression, Cold War and post-Cold War eras.

AP U.S. History - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (weighted)

Grade Level

10-11

Weight

AP scale

Advanced Placement U.S. History is a challenging course that is meant to be the equivalent of a
freshmen college course and can earn students college credit. It is a two-semester survey of United
States history from the age of exploration and discovery to the present. Solid reading and writing
skills, along with a willingness to devote considerable time to homework and study, are necessary to
succeed. Emphasis is placed on critical and evaluative thinking skills, essay writing, interpretation of
original documents, and historiography. The required Summer Reading Assignment for this course
will be posted on the Oxford High School Webpage.

AP U.S. Government and Politics - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

10-12

Weight

AP scale

This course gives the student an analytical perspective on government and politics in the United
States. This course includes both the study of general concepts used to interpret U.S. politics and the
analysis of specific examples. It also requires familiarity with the various institutions, groups,
beliefs, and ideas that constitute U.S. politics. Students will become acquainted with the variety of
theoretical perspectives and explanations for various behaviors and outcomes.
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AP European History- Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (weighted)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Weight

AP scale

The Advanced Placement European course covers the modern period from approximately 1450 to
present. It traces themes in political, diplomatic, economic, intellectual, social, and cultural history.
It is comprehensive in scope and coverage of events and personalities of the past. Thus, students are
encouraged to master the broad chronological contours of the modern European history as well as to
have in-depth knowledge of specialized topics. Students will also become familiar with the
historian’s craft of analyzing and synthesizing primary sources and have experiences in this practice.
Students successfully completing this course should be prepared for the AP Exam in European
History.

AP Human Geography - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

10-12

Weight

AP scale

AP Human Geography is year-long course with the aim of being equivalent to or exceeding the
learning experience gained through most introductory college level human geography courses. As an
AP course, Human Geography will require more reading, writing, and independent study on the part
of the student than the typical high school course. The seven topics the course revolves around are
geographic terms, cartography, culture, migration, political geography, agriculture, and industrial
geography.
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FINE ARTS ELECTIVE CLASSES
Visual Arts I
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Visual Arts I is a prerequisite course required for most visual art courses offered. In this course,
students are required to develop a proficient level of understanding of the creative process to create
art, rendering 3D objects onto a 2D surface, developing and implementing the knowledge of
elements and principles of design, and articulating criticism of a body of work.

Visual Arts II
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Completion of Visual Arts I

Visual Arts II is the second semester visual art course required for all students. The course is taken
following Visual Arts I and is required to move forward into the other disciplines in art (i.e. drawing,
painting, etc). In this course, students further develop a more refined and proficient understanding of
the creative process to create art, including rendering 2D design into 3D art forms, the elements and
principles of design, and how to articulate criticism of a body of work.

Drawing I
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Completion of Visual Arts I and II

Drawing 1 explores the human form and portraiture art in its entirety. Students are required to
demonstrate proficiency of vital foundations in composing a drawing that demonstrates depth,
perspective, color theory implementation, and quality design. Students also must develop a
proficient level of manipulation and understanding of charcoal, ink, chalk, and graphite as art
mediums.
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Drawing II
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Completion of Visual Arts I, II and Drawing I

In Drawing II the student artist transitions into a disciplined artist. The students must develop a
conceptual body of work demonstrating mastery of a medium, topic, ideal, or style. The student is
required to demonstrate mastery of vital foundations in composing a drawing that demonstrates
depth, perspective, color theory implementation, and quality design. A student also must develop a
mastery level of manipulation and understanding or charcoal, ink, chalk and graphite as art
mediums.

Painting I
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Completion of Visual Arts I and II

Painting I explores manipulation and mark-making techniques relative to painting on surfaces.
Students are required to demonstrate proficiency of vital foundations in composing a painting that
demonstrates depth, perspective, color theory implementation, and quality design. Students must
demonstrate proficiency in landscapes, portraits, non-object, and realism subject matter in their body
of work.
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Painting II
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Completion of Visual Arts I, II and Painting I

Painting II emphasizes the role of the student artist to transition into a disciplined artist. Students
must develop a conceptual body of work demonstrating mastery of a medium, topic ideal and or
style. Students must demonstrate mastery in medium and in topics by developing a body of work
that is successful according to the elements and principles of design. Students MUST maintain
quality studio hours and incorporate them into their weekly schedules.

AP Studio Art Portfolio - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Pre-requisite

Instructor Approval

Weight

AP scale

All students interested are required to meet with the instructor at the end of the previous school year
to receive detailed requirements of the AP course. All students entering this AP course MUST fulfill
portfolio requirements. The Advanced Placement course curriculum is administered by the AP
Central College Board and developed by a committee of college faculty and AP teachers to cover the
in-depth, “information, skills, and assignments found in the corresponding college course.”
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Photography I
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Photography I is a course that has no pre-req. Photography I explores modern digital photography
and studio habits. Students are required to demonstrate proficiency of vital foundations in composing
a photograph and developing a body of work that capitalizes on growth. Students are required to
submit 18 photographs per week that visually articulates ideas, concepts, and/or styles of
photography.

Photography II
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Photography I

Photography II is the second year course following Photography I. Photography II explores macro
and modern digital photography and studio habits. Students are required to demonstrate mastery of
vital foundations in composing a photograph and developing a body of work that capitalizes on
growth. Students are required to submit 18 photographs per week that visually articulate ideas,
concepts, and/or styles of photography. Students are also required to exhibit their work in shows,
contests, and around the school. Students observe the work of master photographers and imitate their
techniques, styles, and craft.
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Concert and Marching Band- https://www.oxfordsd.org/domain/168
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Band director approval

This ensemble performance course is designed to include brass, wind, and percussion instruments.
Individual student progress is often determined by repertoire selection, individual instruction, and
accomplishment of stated progress and requirements. Students who elect to play in the OHS Band in
successive years are expected to master proficient competencies and then pursue advanced
competencies. Yearly minimum progress is required in order to continue in this course from year to
year. Students transferring from other schools must audition before being placed in this course of
study. Students are expected to attend all performances and rehearsals. Teachers will audition
students to determine appropriate placement. Marching band is primarily first semester and will
satisfy the PE credit, and concert band is primarily second semester, and will satisfy the fine arts
credit.
Men’s Chorus
Course Length

1 credit (Course may be repeated)

Grade Level

9-12

This ensemble offers a place for young men to develop basic skills needed for success in the choral
art. This choir will learn basic elements of sight reading, music reading, and music theory. This
ensemble rehearses men’s literature as well as mixed chorus literature. This choir combines with the
Beginner Women’s Choir to form the OHS Chorale.
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Chamber Choir
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite(s)

Audition and Choir Director Approval

Chamber Choir is the advanced mixed choir at Oxford High School. Students in this group will learn
advanced sight reading techniques, advanced elements of musicianship, advanced concepts in music
theory, and music composition. Students in this choir have the opportunity to sing challenging and
invigorating music, which spans the entirety of the choral repertoire. This is one of two competition
choirs at OHS.

Women’s Ensemble
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite(s)

Audition and Choir Director Approval

This ensemble is the advanced women’s choir at Oxford High School. Students in this ensemble will
learn advanced sight reading techniques, advanced elements of musicianship, advanced concepts in
music theory, and music composition. Women in this choir will have the opportunity to sing
challenging and invigorating choral literature for women’s voices. This is one of two competition
choirs at OHS.
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Orchestra
Course Length/Credit

½ credit (Course may be repeated)

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Orchestra director approval

Students in this course study Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, 20th Century, and popular
music. Students participate in a large group as well as smaller chamber groups. Instrumentation
includes violin, viola, cello, and bass. Students are assessed based on performance requirements
such as scales, etudes, solo study, and participation. Adequate improvements in performance skills
are required to continue study in successive years. Students will improve performance skills in areas
such as shifting, advanced bowings, advanced keys, solo performance, and expression. Performances
are required.
Music Appreciation
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Listening course designed to give the student, through aural perception, understanding, and
appreciation of music as a moving force in Western Culture. Students learn the basic elements of
music, and then travel through history learning about the important composers, compositions, and
genres of music.
Dual Enrollment Music Appreciation
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (Pre-AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

This is a dual-enrollment course offered through Northwest Mississippi Community College.
Students who take this course will receive high school credit, as well as 3 hours college credit.
Emphasis is on learning to listen to music and on the role it plays within the wider contexts of
history and society. Listening materials are drawn from a variety of sources: classical music, non
Western music, American popular music (particularly jazz, country, and rock), and the American folk
tradition.
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AP Music Theory - Course Overview
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

AP Music Theory seeks to provide the students with skills necessary to succeed in music theory at
the collegiate level. This course teaches students a working literacy in all elements of music, both
visually and aurally. Aural skills, compositional skills, analytical skills, and performance skills are
all emphasized throughout the course.

Introduction to Theatre
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9 -12

This academic course focuses on the many aspects and elements of theatre. Students will be exposed
to all areas of modern-day theatre as well as an overview of theatre history. Since it is an
introductory course, students will cover the fundamentals of playwriting, producing and theatre
business. A crash-course on the history of the American Musical will also be included.

Special Performing Arts Course
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9

The course is an in depth look into the fundamentals of theatre with special focus on performance.
This course is designed for ninth graders who have completed the Introduction to Theatre course in
middle school or those who have an interest in being a part of the theatre program at OHS.
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Acting
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level

9-12

This course will focus on the many aspects of acting. The students will develop the proper skills for
character development, performing for realism, script analysis, and text scoring. This course will
better teach young actors the tools for realistic performing.

Advanced Acting
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

11-12

Pre-requisite(s)

Acting and/or Teacher Approval

This course explores advanced acting techniques not covered in the general acting class. Physicality,
text analysis, masks, and the beginnings of stage directing are covered throughout the year.
Theatre Productions I & II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

This course focuses on the aspects of producing theatre through the means of a production team.
This includes learning ways to analyze and conceptualize themes and ideas from a particular script
while executing and maintaining continuity in all design elements. This course will develop the
skills of preparing scripts for production value. This class is responsible for all set and costume
construction as well as light hanging. Students should be aware that using power tools and
scaffolding are a part of the class requirements.
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
French I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

In French I, students are introduced to the basics of French language and culture. Students will learn
to introduce and describe themselves and others, discuss opinions on food, school, fashion, and
hobbies, and learn about Francophone culture around the world. In French I, students will work on
developing listening skills, building a vocabulary base, comprehending simple, day-to-day spoken
French, reading simple French, and establishing a solid foundation of French language and grammar
to build upon as they advance through the levels.

French II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

French I

The second year of French expands and builds upon the skills that began in French I. In French II,
students will learn to recount stories and events in the past, present, and future; describe daily
routines, their homes, personalities, and emotions; and improve communication skills in reading,
writing, listening, and speaking. Students will study the city of Paris, watch French films, and we
will end the course by reading a play in French.
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French III
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

French II

Weight

Pre-AP scale

French III students will be introduced to new verb tenses, commands, and grammatical functions, all
while working to increase communication skills, with an emphasis placed on more advanced writing
and speaking. Students will explore fairy tales and fables, poetry, artwork, films, history, and
cooking. We will also work on improving pronunciation, listening comprehension of more complex
recordings, and interpersonal communication.

French IV
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

10 -12

Pre-requisite

French III

Weight

Pre-AP scale

French IV is recommended for the student who intend to pursue the Seal of Biliteracy in French. A
larger, more sophisticated vocabulary is learned in this course and most of the advanced grammar
concepts are mastered. The student is expected to understand longer, more complex conversations in
the target language and be able to respond in a give and take exchange in his/her own words. The
course is conducted entirely in French, and authentic French media is the basis of the content for this
level. The main focus of French IV is to increase fluency in both speaking and writing, and students
will be expected to construct longer written pieces and speak spontaneously. We will study pop
culture and current events, historical turning points, watch films, and read novels.
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AP French Language & Culture
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (weighted)

Grade Level

12

Pre-requisite

French III

Weight

AP scale

The AP French Language & Culture course emphasizes communication by applying interpretive,
interpersonal, and presentational skills in real-life situations. This includes vocabulary usage,
language control, communication strategies, and cultural awareness in an exploration of culture in
both contemporary and historical contexts. The course develops students’ ability to explore concepts
related to family & community, personal & public identity, beauty & aesthetics, science &
technology, contemporary life, and global challenges.

Spanish I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course is designed to enable students to express themselves orally within the limits of
vocabulary and grammar introduced in this level. In addition to speaking, and writing, there will be
an emphasis on listening and reading. To meet the communication goals of this course, students will
need to expand their knowledge of the target language and master introductory-level grammar
concepts. Also, the study of cultures relating to the language will be an integral part of the course.
Spanish II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite(s)

Spanish I

This course is designed to enable students to continue to express themselves orally within the limits
of vocabulary and grammar introduced in this level. In addition to speaking and writing, there will
be an emphasis on listening and reading. To meet the communication goals of this course, students
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will need to expand on their knowledge of the target language and continue to build on grammar
concepts that were introduced in Spanish I.

Spanish III
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10 -12

Weight

Pre-AP scale

Spanish III will provide students with opportunities to expand their listening, speaking, reading, and
writing Spanish skills. Students will learn and apply vocabulary and grammar to increase
communication skills and cultural awareness. There will also be some literature and popular reading.
This course is designed for the serious student who may be looking to pursue more Spanish beyond
high school.

Spanish IV
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level

12

Weight

Pre-AP scale

The main focus of this course is on language acquisition and mastery of listening, speaking, reading
and writing skills in order to communicate effectively in the target language. The course will
facilitate student attainment to a high degree of competence in a variety of situations ranging from
everyday oral exchanges in the target language to literary texts that relate to the culture(s) concerned.
Students in the course will be assessed with a variety of written and oral components in the target
language. These include reading comprehension tests, grammar/ vocabulary tests, daily verb
quizzes, listening comprehension exercises, and spoken assessments.
The required Summer Reading Assignment for this course will be posted on the Oxford High School
Webpage.
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AP Spanish
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (weighted)

Grade Level

12

Pre-requisite

Spanish III

Weight

AP scale

The AP Spanish Language and Culture course takes a holistic approach to language proficiency and
recognizes the complex interrelatedness of comprehension and comprehensibility, vocabulary usage,
language control, communication strategies, and cultural awareness. Students should learn language
structures in context and use them to convey meaning.

German I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

German I introduces students to the language by offering a proficiency-based instruction according
to National Standards in Foreign Language Education. Music, cultural videos, and movies are
integrated into the instruction. German I is offered only as a virtual course.

German II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

German I

German II expounds upon the skills learned in German I. Students will be exposed to authentic
audio material, and will be required to present more in-depth projects. German II is only offered as a
virtual course.
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JOURNALISM
Foundations of Journalism
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Foundations of Journalism offers students beginning skills in a number of journalistic fields. Some
units in the class include: interviewing, news writing, feature writing, sports writing, opinion writing,
history of journalism, law and ethics of journalism, design for media, and broadcast journalism. In
this course a student is required to write extensively and analyze news articles. This course is a prerequisite for students who plan to apply for the print, online or broadcast/sports production staff.

Print/Online Journalism (Newspaper) - http://thechargeronline.com/
Course Length/Credit

½, 1, or 2 credits

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Foundations of Journalism, Teacher
Recommendations, & Application

Print Journalism will develop the skills introduced to students in Foundations of Journalism. The
course centers on advanced writing and layout skills. Students also learn to sell and design to support
school publications. The students involved may hold staff positions in addition to required writing,
design, and sales/advertising work. All students will contribute to the print and online editions of the
paper. Students will travel to several conferences and conventions during the school year.

Literary Magazine
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course is an introduction to literary magazines and to the work of editing. We will take stock of
the current magazine landscape, print and digital, with a special focus on Evoke, the print literary
magazine based at Oxford High School. We will also study the art and technique of editing through
reading article and essay manuscripts, and original and edited texts. We will also engage in active
editing work. We will publish Evoke twice a year.
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Yearbook
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Advisor Approval

This course is based on the production of the school yearbook, The Charger. Students develop a
theme, sell ads, design layouts, proofread, photograph and distribute yearbooks. Students make
application in the spring semester and are selected on the basis of teacher recommendations,
attendance, and commitment to the project.
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LEADERSHIP ELECTIVE COURSES
AVID
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisite

Advisor Approval

Advancement via Individual Determination (A.V.I.D.) is an advanced elective class offered to
students who would like to prepare for two-year or four-year colleges or universities. The
curriculum features writing, inquiry, collaboration, reading, note-taking and study skills, and college/
career/motivational activities. The class also includes tutorial sessions led by college students to
provide support in the academically rigorous classes.

Personal Leadership
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

LeadWorthy (Leadership) is a program in which students develop leadership, personal, and business
skills for the 21st century. These skills, when applied, will serve our students for the rest of their
lives. Generally speaking, this course is designed to develop a healthy self-concept, build meaningful
relationships, and learn to understand the concept of personal responsibility. Additionally, students
will define emotional intelligence and the skills it measures, develop public speaking/communication
skills, and mold their personal image. Finally, students will learn to foster a principle-based decisionmaking personality where self-worth and empathy for others is the norm.
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College and Career Readiness (Credit required for graduation)
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

12

College and Career Readiness (CCR) is a course designed to help students in preparation for their
next step in life after graduation from high school. Through this course, high school students may
develop college and career readiness skills that will help them in the adaptation into college, career,
and life. Students will engage in projects and activities that will help them as they make decisions on
their next step in life. Throughout the course, students will complete academic and professional
resumes, cover letters, a personal statement, and a college essay. Students will learn more about
setting S.M.A.R.T. goals, college selection, career choices, applying for financial aid, community
service, personal finance, and digital literacy and citizenship. At the end of the course, they will
present a digital student portfolio that uniquely demonstrates their proficiency in academics,
21st century skills, citizenship and knowledge of postsecondary and career interests. Students who
complete this course will also be well equipped for the workforce because they will have the
cognitive and metacognitive skills needed to succeed in life after high school.
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Leadership Education (MCJROTC)
Oxford High School (OHS) Marine Corps Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (MCJROTC)
The mission of the OHS MCJROTC program is to prepare students (cadets) to become
productive citizens in society.
How does the Senior Marine Instructor (SMI) and Marine Instructor (MI) of Oxford High School
strive to meet the mission?
MCJROTC is a four-year program providing students with introductory to advanced coursework in
leadership and the application of leadership techniques. The program is designed to enhance all
aspects of other core curriculum being taught at OHS. The SMI and MI focus on teaching the kind
of self-discipline, self confidence, and leadership skills that can help Cadets successfully meet the
challenges of adulthood, no matter what career path they choose. In short, the program is designed
to introduce methods for high-school students to grow, mature, and understand how to take
responsibility as life gives them more challenges.
Periods of Instruction include:
Manual of Arms (proper carry of rifles and
swords)

Development of good habits and attitudes
Problem solving techniques

Conduct of parades and inspections

Essential characteristics for success

Personal hygiene

Civic and group leadership

Basic First Aid

Planning to meet the challenges of life
Marine Corps customs and courtesies

Discovery learning through outdoor living and
survival training

Basic drill (marching with and without rifles
and swords)

Physical training and the importance of a
healthy lifestyle

The program is not a recruiting tool for any branch of the military but will provide the listed Periods
of Instruction in Marine Corps fashion. Standards are clearly stated in the Cadet leadership
handbook and will be upheld commensurate with a Cadet-level capability. The SMI’s and MI’s
responsibilities are to make Cadets better citizens, develop their life skills, and prepare them for
future challenges.
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Leadership Education I (MCJROTC 1)
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (LE I can serve as PE credit)

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Leadership Education II (MCJROTC II)
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (LE II can serve as Health credit)

Grade Level(s)

10-11

Pre-requisite

Leadership Education I

Leadership Education III (MCJROTC III)
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Pre-requisites

Leadership Education I, II

Leadership Education IV (MCJROTC IV)
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (LE IV can serve as CCR and Govt. credit)

Grade Level

12

Pre-requisites

Leadership Education I, II, III
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Boys’ Physical Education
Course Length/Credit

½ credit (Course may be repeated)

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course is designed to provide daily physical activity for students in activities such as:
volleyball, archery, basketball, weight training, whiffle ball, etc… Grading will be based upon
dressing out, participating, and displaying mastery of the rules of each game.

Girls’ Physical Education
Course Length/Credit

½ credit (Course may be repeated)

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Girls’ Physical Education is a class designed for girls to work out all aspects of their bodies and
teach them basic nutrition tips (how to read a food label, calories/fat grams). The class consists of
aerobics, light weight training, abdominal work, running, pilates, dance, and circuit training (jump
rope, push-ups, lunges/squats—a combination of many exercises done for 3-5 min at a time). The
girls work towards completing a mile in a given amount of time.

Hip Hop Dance
Course Length/Credit

½ credit (Course may be repeated)

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Hip Hop dance introduces the student to Hip Hop culture through dance, free expression with the
body/freestyle and choreography.
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Introduction to Officiating
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course is designed to provide daily physical activity for students. In addition to physical
activities, students will also learn basic officiating rules and procedures for football, basketball, and
soccer. Students enrolled in this course may apply to officiate local games through the Oxford Park
Commission
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OTHER ELECTIVE CLASSES
Debate I
Course Length/Credit

½ credit or 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Debate I is an introductory course which provides students with instruction in researching,
analyzing, and evaluating information in order to organize effective arguments and to provide
practice in making those arguments. Skills honed in debate help students to think logically, clearly,
and quickly as well as to be able to identify flawed reasoning and argue persuasively. Class members
are required to learn the format of various types of competitive debate, to research and write cases to
support or negate a topic (resolution), and to take part in in-class debates. Students will be
encouraged to participate in at least one interscholastic debate competition in order to practice their
newly developed skills. For more information about speech and debate, please go to https://
www.oxfordsd.org/OHSDebate (The OHS Speech & Debate Team website) and
www.speechanddebate.org (National Speech & Debate Association website).

Debate II, III, IV
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Debate I

Advanced debate classes are year-long courses for one credit and build on the important
communication skills learned in Debate I. The courses provide additional instruction in how to
acquire, analyze, and evaluate information in order to organize effective arguments, and they provide
practice in making those arguments. Skill in debate helps the individual to think logically, clearly,
and quickly, and it makes a student able to identify flawed reasoning and argue persuasively. It also
contributes to the student’s understanding of himself and builds confidence in his own ability to
analyze issues.
NOTE: While competing at state and national tournaments is not a required part of a course,
participation in both state and national tournaments is an important component of honing debate
skills and maximizing the impact of the course.
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Competitive Debate
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Debate I

Competitive Debate is a year-long course designed to meet the needs of students who compete in
state and national competitions on a regular basis. Typically these students compete in a minimum
of 4 tournaments per semester. The course continues to build on the important communication skills
learned in Debate I (II/III). It provides advanced instruction in researching, analyzing, and evaluating
information in order to organize effective arguments, and it provides practice in making those
arguments. Because students in competitive debate compete on a regular basis and therefore debate
multiple rounds a month, their skills exponentially increase. Students who compete at state and
national tournaments are highly competitive in the college application process as college and
university admissions committees recognize the degree of skill, effort and commitment required to
compete on a regular basis. The most competitive candidates are debaters who compete during all
four years of high school.

Health
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

The Health curriculum addresses health skills needed to improve the quality of life. The students
will explore the nine strands of health which include community/environmental, health and nutrition,
personal/consumer health, disease prevention and control, family life, drug abuse prevention, mental
health, human growth and development, and safety and first-aid. Abstinence Plus is an optional part
of this program.
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Driver’s Education
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Pre-requisites

Age 15; birth certificate and social security card

Lab Fee

$45.00

Students will receive 30 hours of classroom instruction and 6 hours of behind the wheel driving.
Driver’s Education provides a quality program for all eligible students in the community. Student’s
must be able to balance the abstract concepts discussed in the textbook and handbook with the
realities of driving. When students are not driving, they are expected to participate in Physical
Education. The final grade in this course will reflect both the Driver’s Education grade and
participation in Physical Education, but the credit will only count as Driver’s Education

Business Law
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Business Law is a course that provides the student with basic foundations of law as it relates to
business. Through this course, students will learn about tort law, consumer protection, product
liability, intellectual property law, employment law, whistleblowers, contract law, sales and property
law, and the financial components involved in business law. Students will research relevant cases
dealing with each of these areas of business law. This class also gives students an introduction into
various career fields in law and in business. Students will complete and present class projects on
famous tort cases, intellectual property in inventions, OSHA in career fields and a final law case
study.
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Drug Education
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9 -12

Drug Education focuses upon the development and evaluation of drug education curricula.
Emphasis will be placed on issues, techniques and resources necessary for the health educator to
positively impact and inform the school, community and home environments. This course is
designed to provide a historical background and understanding of the origins of drug use as well as
current information about the use and abuse of common legal and illegal drugs. Content will also
center on drug tolerance, withdrawal, medical uses and the effects drugs have on the human body.
Safety Education
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

9 -12

Safety education is a nine weeks course that allows students to meet the standards set by the
Mississippi Department of wildlife fisheries and parks to obtain a Mississippi hunters permit and
boater permit. All objects set for by the Mississippi Department of Wildlife will be required for
completion of the course.

Advanced Placement Computer Science Principles
Course Length/Credit

1 credit (AP Scale)

Grade Level(s)

10-12

The AP Computer Science Principles course is designed to be equivalent to a semester introductory
college computing course. In this course, students will develop computational thinking skills vital
for success across all disciplines, such as using computational tools to analyze and study data and
working with large data sets to analyze, visualize, and draw conclusions from trends. Students are
encouraged to apply creative processes when developing computational artifacts and to think
creatively while using computer software and other technology to explore questions that interest
them. They will also develop effective communication and collaboration skills, working individually
and collaboratively to solve problems, and discussing and writing about the importance of these
problems and the impacts to their community, society, and the world.
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Intro to Introduction to Information Technology
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

This course introduces students to the fundamental concepts in information technology (IT) that
provide the technical underpinning for state-of- the-art applications. A perspective on the range of
information technology is presented. Historical development and social implications of efforts in
information technology form an integral part of the course.
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COLLEGE PREPARATION ELECTIVE CLASSES
ACT Test Prep
Course Length/Credit

½ credit

Grade Level(s)

11-12

This course is designed to raise student scores on the ACT through exposure to the test, test-taking
techniques for all four sections of the test, and daily practice and remediation. Students will take two
complete ACT practice exams throughout the semester using material released by ACT. Test-taking
conditions will simulate that of the actual ACT. Students will receive a score sheet from ACT
Mastery which will include sub scores and a breakdown detailing strengths and weaknesses. Once
the first assessment has been given, students will set goals for sub and composite scores. Students
will work to meet goals and improve scores by learning the test and test-taking strategies and by
daily practice of skills needed to master the ACT. This course is not meant to simply offer students
“tricks” or “shortcuts” to master the ACT which might improve scores by a point or two. The ACT is
a standardized test that can be learned. The topics and material covered on the test do not change
from year to year. For years students have been learning and mastering state tests. The goal of this
course is to approach the ACT in the same way.

PSAT Test Prep
Course Length/Credit

½ credit (Fall)

Grade Level(s)

11 and Administrative Approval

This course is designed to raise student scores on the PSAT through exposure to the test and daily
practice. Students will take numerous SAT and PSAT practice exams focusing on the Reading,
Writing and Language, and Math portions of the tests. Students will receive daily practice with
feedback. Juniors enrolled in this course will be preparing for the PSAT in hopes of qualifying for
National Merit Scholarships.
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CAREER TECHNICAL EDUCATION COURSES
Pathway Courses are designed to allow students to obtain relevant and rigorous experience in
coursework related to potential careers. Each pathway program has four individual courses
designed to be taken sequentially. Each pathway program will also offer a final course option
for work-based learning and real-world application of the program. Ideally, a student will
finish all four semesters of a pathway and take the final work-based learning course.

Automotive Service Technician I (School of Applied Technology)
Course Length/Credit

1 year (blocked) /2 credits

Grade Level(s)

10-12

The Automotive Service Technology I course contains an introduction to shop operations, safety,
tools and equipment, and preparing the vehicle for both service and the customer. Students will be
introduced to the overall internal combustion engine, cylinder and valve train, and lubrication and
cooling systems as well as an introduction to both automatic and manual drive train and axles. This
course also contains an introduction to electrical/electronic information and terminology, electrical/
electronic system theory, battery systems, starting systems, and charging systems. Additionally,
students will also receive an introduction to disc brakes, drum brakes, and antilock brakes.

Automotive Service Technician II (School of Applied Technology)
Course Length/Credit

1 year (blocked)/ 2 credits

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Automotive Mechanics I

The Automotive Service Technology II course contains a review on shop operations, safety, tools and
equipment, and preparing the vehicle for both service and the customer. The course contains
information on lighting systems, concepts of gauges, warning devices, driver information systems,
horn system, wiper/washer system, and accessories system diagnostic repair as well as information
on fuel, air induction, and exhaust systems; concepts of emission control system; concepts of engine
service; general suspension/steering theory; steering system inspection, diagnosis, and repair;
concepts of front, rear, and miscellaneous systems; and wheel/tire alignment concepts. Students are
also introduced to the service and maintenance to the heating, ventilation, and engine cooling
systems.
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Horticulture & Natural Sciences I, II, III, IV

**(2 Science credits can be awarded for completion of a 4 course sequence)

Course Length/Credit

2 year/ 4 credits

Grade Level(s)

9-12

The Horticulture and Natural Sciences pathway is a two-year program beginning as early as the 9th
grade. The pathway is divided into four successive semesters. Students will learn valuable leadership
and safety skills, fundamentals of plant and soil science, pest management, horticulture marketing
and business principles, landscape design, turfgrass installation and maintenance, principles of
floristry, and much more. Students will gain valuable workplace skills and will have meaningful,
relevant job-shadowing experiences with professionals in the field.Description coming soon.
This pathway leads to careers in greenhouse and plant nursery management, landscape management
and design, golf-course management and design, and many other fields of natural science. Students
may choose to go directly into the workforce upon high school graduation or continue pursuing
advanced degrees at a post-secondary institution.

Construction Core I and II

Course Length/Credit

2 year/ 4 credits

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Construction Core is a two-semester sequence of prerequisite courses that lead to either Carpentry or
Electrical second year courses. The curriculum framework for this program was developed in
partnership with the Mississippi Construction Education Foundation (MCEF). MCEF is the
accredited sponsor for the National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).
SDuring this preparatory course, students initially learn basic safety, construction math, hand and
power tools, blueprint reading, carpentry, electricity, masonry, and plumbing. Upon completion of
both semesters, students choose between Carpentry and Electrical focus for the second-year course
sequence. The two-year program prepares students for entry-level employment in the field or for
entry into post-secondary residential or commercial construction programs.
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Electrical III and IV
The third and fourth semesters of the Construction Electrical pathway focuses specifically on
residential, industrial and commercial electrical fields. Electrical I is designed to incorporate an
in-depth study of electrical theory and an introduction to wiring. This one-Carnegie-unit course
should only be taken after students successfully pass both semesters of Construction Core.
Electrical II is designed around an in-depth study of devices and boxes, hand bending,
conductors and cables, and electrical drawings. This one-Carnegie-unit course should only be
taken after students successfully pass Theory and Application of Electrical I.
Upon the completion of all four semester courses, students will have the knowledge to complete
the NCCER Level I Certification in Electrical.
This pathway allows an individual to prepare for employment and/or continued education in the
electrical field. Skills developed through the course of study assist students in meeting
requirements for the NCCER certification. The units are written to the National Center for
Construction Education and Research (NCCER) certification standards. Additionally, students
will gain valuable workplace skills and will have meaningful, relevant job-shadowing
experiences with professionals in the field.
HVAC I, II, III, IV

Course Length/Credit

2 year/ 4 credits

Grade Level(s)

9-12

The HVAC pathway is an instructional program that prepares students for employment or
continued education in the occupations of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning. The
curriculum framework for this program was developed in partnership with the Mississippi
Construction Education Foundation (MCEF). MCEF is the accredited sponsor for the National
Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER). The first and second semesters of the

HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning) pathway emphasizes employability skills,
safety, construction math, construction drawings, materials handling, copper and piping,
soldering and brazing, and basic electricity.
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The third and fourth semesters are designed to incorporate an in-depth study of HVAC. Topics
include employability skills, safety, carbon steel piping, introduction to cooling, introduction to
heating, air distribution, leak detection evacuation recovery and charging, alternating current,
and basic electronics. The course should be taken after the student has successfully completed
HVAC I. These one-Carnegie-unit courses should only be taken after students successfully
passed both the first and second semesters.
Upon the completion of all four semester courses, students will have the knowledge to complete
the NCCER Level I Certification in HVAC. Additionally, students will gain valuable workplace
skills and will have meaningful, relevant job-shadowing experiences with professionals in the
HVAC field.

Business, Marketing, & Finance I, II, III, IV
Course Length/Credit

2 year/ 4 credits

Grade Level(s)

10-11

The Business, Marketing, & Finance (BMF) pathway is open to students in 10th and 11th grades.
BMF is an innovative and advanced secondary CTE curriculum designed to integrate business
management, finance, and marketing into one creative, challenging, and comprehensive
pathway. The course emphasizes hands-on experiences to prepare students in the areas of basic
fiscal responsibility, entrepreneurship, career preparation, and/or continuing education in the
field of business. Instructional strategies and activities implemented throughout the course of
study are aligned to the National Business Education Association (NBEA) standards and assist
students in meeting requirements for the Entrepreneurship and Small Business (ESB) credential.
The ESB credential exam serves as an excellent way to evaluate student mastery of key business
concepts. Upon completion of this pathway course, students may pursue further education and/
or training at the community college level or a four-year institution. Two-year technological
programs, such as banking and finance technology, fashion merchandising, marketing
management, real estate technology, and others, are available at the community college level.
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Bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees are available in various areas, such as finance,
accounting, business administration, or management, sports administration, and many more.
The first and second semesters of the Business, Marketing, and Finance pathway introduce
students to with the basics of workplace safety, ethics, and leadership. Students are introduced to
business finance, economics, and cover microeconomics as well. Major topics of study in this
course are career readiness, foundations of marketing, market research and analysis, and
entrepreneurship. Students will learn valuable lessons to enhance their personal financial life
with topics on income, decision-making, and personal money management.
The third and fourth semesters of the BMF pathway focuses on finance and management. After a
brief review of safety and other topics, students will study international economics and
macroeconomics, financial and managerial accounting, budgets, forecasting in finance, applied
human resource management, strategy, and operations management. Personal finance topics on
purchasing, financial institutions, credit, and risk management are also covered. Students will
develop educational, career, and professional plans in the area of business, marketing, and/or
finance as they finish the course by exploring the employment opportunities in business. They
will continue to master skills toward meeting requirements for the ESB credential and heavily
participate in DECA, field experiences, internships, and job shadowing.
Students that complete the course objectives set by the Mississippi State Department of
Education will receive 2 credits per year and satisfy the economics course requirements for
graduation.

Culinary Arts I
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Orientation to Culinary Arts includes the foundation skills necessary in the foodservice industry.
Content such as food safety and sanitation; equipment, safety, and security; culinary foundations and
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math; and an introduction to the hospitality industry are included in the course. Mastery of the
competencies listed in the food safety and sanitation unit will assist in preparing students to take the
National Restaurant Association’s ServSafe exam to become ServSafe Food Safety certified.

Culinary Arts II
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Orientation to Culinary Arts

Culinary Arts II emphasizes the real-world, hands-on practice of food preparation. Food preparation
techniques included in this course include breakfast foods, dairy, and sandwiches; fruits, vegetables,
salads, and garnishes; and potatoes and grains. This one-Carnegie unit course should only be taken
after students successfully pass Orientation to Culinary Arts.

Culinary Arts III
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Culinary Arts II

Culinary Arts III emphasizes the real-world, hands-on practice of food preparation. Food preparation
techniques included in this course include desserts and baked goods; meat, poultry, and seafood; and
stocks, sauces, and soups. This one-Carnegie unit course should only be taken after students
successfully pass Theory and Applications of Culinary Arts.
Culinary Arts IV
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Pre-requisite

Culinary Arts II

Culinary Arts IV is a culminating course that places emphasis on an internship experience. While
they participate in the on-the-job training, students will use skills related to management and
business concepts, customer communication, and customer service.
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ENGINEERING
**(2 Science credits can be awarded for completion of a 4 course sequence)
Engineering I
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credits

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Introduction to Engineering Design (IED) is a high school level foundation course in the PLTW
Engineering Program. In IED students are introduced to the engineering profession and a common
approach to the solution of engineering problems, an engineering design process. Utilizing the
activity-project-problem-based (APB) teaching and learning pedagogy, students will progress from
completing structured activities to solving open- ended projects and problems that require them to
develop planning, documentation, communication, and other professional skills.

Engineering II
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite: Intro to Engineering

Principles of Engineering (POE) is a course in the high school engineering pathway. This survey
course exposes students to some of the major concepts that they will encounter in a postsecondary
engineering course of study. Through problems that engage and challenge, students explore a broad
range of engineering topics, including mechanisms, the strength of materials and structures,
automation, and kinematics. The course applies and concurrently develops secondary level
knowledge and skills in mathematics, science, and technology.
HEALTH SCIENCES - SPORTS MEDICINE
**(2 Science credits can be awarded for completion of a 4 course sequence)
Health Sciences Core I (Can be used to replace Comprehensive Health)
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

The Health Sciences Core A course introduces students to the theory and practical applications of
tasks related to employment in the field of health science. Students will cover topics such as safety in
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the workplace, infection control, and health care systems. The course offers insight into careers in
health care as well as the educational requirements, and the professional, legal, and ethical
responsibilities involved. (10 -12 must select with Health Sciences Core II)

Health Sciences Core II
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Health Sciences Core I

The Health Sciences Core B course continues to familiarize students with the theory and practical
applications of the field of health science. Topics covered include the vital organs of the human body
and health maintenance practices. Students will explore careers in health care as well as the
educational requirements, and the professional, legal, and ethical responsibilities involved.
(Prerequisite - Health Sciences Core I)

Sports Medicine I
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Health Sciences Core II

The Sports Medicine I course provides a foundation for careers in sports medicine fields. An
emphasis is placed on students learning about healthcare administration, the athletic and sports
medicine team, and medical emergencies as well as first aid, and CPR. The students will be
introduced to sports equipment, protective gear, and bandaging, wrapping and taping techniques.
Additional topics include therapeutic modalities, exercise in rehabilitation, and pharmacology in
sports. (Must be selected with Sports Medicine: Theory and Application II) (Prerequisite - Health
Sciences Core I and II)
Sports Medicine II
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12
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Prerequisite

Sports Medicine I

The Sports Medicine II course helps the student investigate medical aspects of sports medicine as a
career choice. It covers injuries that may occur from different types of sports including injuries to the
head, spine, chest, abdomen, upper extremities, and lower extremities. This course also examines the
skills necessary in emergency medical response.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)
Information Technology I
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course covers the explanation of technology and computer hardware and software basics,
peripheral devices, mobile technology, and compatibility issues associated with computer hardware.
Information Technology II
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Prerequisite

Information Technology Fundamentals I

This course is a continuation of topics from Information Technology Fundamentals I and addresses
additional technology topics, including functions, introduction to networking, security risks and
prevention, Green IT, and preventative maintenance of computers. Students should be prepared to
take the CompTIA IT Fundamentals Certification exam at the end of the course.

Information Technology III
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit
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Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Information Technology Fundamentals II

This course covers the basic concepts of network protocols, services, networking, various network
operating systems, networking types, standards, and how data is encoded and transmitted.

Information Technology IV
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Information Technology Networking I

This course is a continuation of topics from Information Technology Networking I and addresses
additional networking topics, including routing and switching hardware, telecommunications media,
and career options. Students should be prepared to take the Microsoft Technology Associate:
Networking Fundamentals Certification exam at the end of the course.

Law and Public Safety I
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course focuses on the history of law and legal systems in the United States. Students will leave
the class with a firm foundation of knowledge in these areas. Additionally, students will learn the
importance of personal health and safety in the work environments associated with law and public
safety.
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Law and Public Safety II
Course Length/Credit

1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Prerequisite

Law and Public Safety I

This course introduces students to emergency services found in local communities. Additionally,
students will focus on corrections in the state of Mississippi, studying specifically how jails and
prisons function.

Law and Public Safety III
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Law and Public Safety II

This course focuses on specialized areas and topics within the law and public safety arena. Students
will learn about these particular areas and examine the daily tasks and responsibilities of the
professionals associated with them.

Law and Public Safety IV
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Law and Public Safety III
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This course will offer students the opportunity to examine all areas of the military and the

professions associated with each. Additionally, students will learn about emergency management and
workplace skills and will have meaningful, relevant job-shadowing experiences with professionals.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY(DUAL CREDIT)
**Student is responsible for Dual Credit Fees
CSPIRE Software Programming (CTE)
The Software Development Pathway prepares students for an exciting career as a junior software
developer with starting salaries in Mississippi upwards of $50,000.00! This pathway consists of two
years of high school courses followed by 1 year at a local community college, culminating in
multiple industry certifications and an Associate’s Degree of Applied Science. With the appropriate
guidance, students could graduate from high school with up to 27 credit hours at their local
community college. This would put them on track to graduate after only 1 year of community
college and ready to enter the workforce as a junior software developer.
Software Development I (Web & Programming Concepts)
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

This course is an introduction to website development and programming logic. Students will gain
hands-on experience in the development of computer programs. Upon completion of this course,
students will be able to create a website from the ground up.

Software Development II (Client-Side Programming)
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Software Development I
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This course offers a comprehensive understanding of programming using JavaScript.

Software Development III (SQL Programming)
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Software Development II

This course offers students an extensive introduction to data server technology covering concepts of
relational databases and the structured query language (SQL). Students are taught to retrieve data
and produce readable output.

Software Development IV (Programming in Python)
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Software Development III

This course is designed to provide an introduction to programming concepts and data informatics
using Python through lectures and a series of practice hands-on exercises.

Teacher Academy I (School of Applied Technology)
Course Length/Credit

1 year (blocked)/ 2 credits

Grade Level

10-12

Teacher Academy is a pathway for students in the Human Science, Art, and Humanities career
cluster. The Teacher Academy program is designed to attract students to the field of education, to
provide information and field experiences relevant to pursuing a degree in education, and to prepare
students for the rigors of a career in education so they will remain long-term educators. The Teacher
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Academy pathway includes classroom and hands-on experiences that will prepare students for
employment or continuing education in the education field.

Teacher Academy II
Course Length/Credit

1 year (blocked)/ 2 credits

Grade Level

10-12

Pre-Requisite

Teacher Academy I

This course is a continuation of Teacher Academy I. Teacher Academy II provides students with the
opportunity to gain advanced skills needed to enhance them as learners, teachers, and
communicators. Students receive advanced hands-on field experiences (two Carnegie units).
Television Broadcasting and Production I
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

This course introduces students to television broadcasting and production. Students will leave the
class with a firm foundation of knowledge in the areas of employability skills, safety, and basic
production knowledge. Additionally, students will learn script writing fundamentals.

Television Broadcasting and Production II
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

9-12

Prerequisite

Television Broadcasting and Production I

This course identifies additional operational areas and their role within the television and
broadcasting production industry. Students will learn how the audio and editing features are
incorporated within the industry and the proper techniques to use. Students will also gain an
understanding of how to edit, produce and direct a broadcast production.
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Television Broadcasting and Production III
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Television Broadcasting and Production II

This course introduces students to advanced television broadcasting and production. Students will
leave the class with further knowledge in the areas of employability skills, safety, and basic
production knowledge. Additionally, students will learn advanced script writing fundamentals.
Television Broadcasting and Production IV
Course Length/Credit

1 year/ 1 credit

Grade Level(s)

10-12

Prerequisite

Television Broadcasting and Production III

This course provides a more in-depth view of the production process for video in broadcasting.
Students are also introduced to adding music to a production as well as the ethical requirements in
the field

Welding I (School of Applied Technology)
Course Length/Credit

1 year (blocked)/ 2 credits

Grade Level

10-12

This course focuses on the NCCER Learning Series Core and SMAW. Students will leave the class
with a firm foundation of knowledge in the areas of employability skills, safety, and basic tool
knowledge. Additionally, students will learn Oxyfuel Cutting fundamentals. Students will cover
proper equipment setup, safety measures, and correct welding techniques.
Welding II
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Course Length/Credit

1 year (blocked)/ 2 credits

Grade Level

10-12

Pre-Requisite

Welding I

This course focuses on specialized welding symbols used in blueprints and drawings as well as PAC,
CAC, and advanced techniques used in SMAW. Additionally, this course will offer students the
opportunity to examine GMAW and FCAW. Additionally, students will learn about GTAW. Students
will learn safety measures, setup procedures, and welding techniques for each type of welding.

WORK BASED LEARNING
Credit

.5, 1, or 2 Carnegie Unit(s)

Grade Level(s)

11-12

Work Based Learning (WBL) is a work experience program through which students receive
school credit for working. In the WBL program, students may receive 1/2 credit - 2 credits from
paid work, internships, volunteer work, and/or apprenticeships. The WBL Coordinator will visit
students at their worksites. Students may also choose to enroll in additional CTE programs on
campus and receive more credits. Students must meet with WBL coordinator on a regularly
scheduled basis. WBL can satisfy the CCR credit.
Program Components
● Gain work experience hours during school or after school
● Promote self-learning
● Strengthen the development of core academic skills
● Allow students to explore career options
● Enhance communication skills, leadership, and problem-solving
● Contribute to community economic development
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ACCELERATION PROGRAM
Oxford High School’s Acceleration Program is a rigorous set of course offerings that combine the
best of the high school and an early college experience. Oxford High School’s Acceleration Program
offers on-campus face-to-face instruction that empowers students to take ownership of their
education.
Oxford High School partners with Northwest Community College, the University of Mississippi, and
the College Board to offer a variety of courses that students will need to take in college, no matter
their major. Oxford High School students have the opportunity to receive credit at both the high
school and college level. Oxford High School offers 18 advanced placement and 9 on-campus dual
credit courses. More than 900 dual-credit and advanced placement courses were taken during the
2019-20 school year.

DUAL CREDIT COURSES
Dual credit courses allow Oxford High School students to simultaneously earn college credit that
also count as credit toward a high school diploma.
• All costs related to the college course are the responsibility of the parent and/or student.
• Current Dual Credit fees include a registration fee, tuition, and textbooks (total fee estimated
between $100 - $200 per course)
• Dual Enrollment/Dual Credit courses are on the Pre-AP scale

ADVANCED PLACEMENT COURSES
Advanced Placement (AP) is a program in the United States and Canada created by the College
Board which offers college-level curricula and examinations to high school students. American
colleges and universities may grant placement and course credit to students who obtain high scores
on the examinations. All Oxford High School students who take an advanced placement course
are required to take the advanced placement exam at the end of the school year.
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